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Text Menu System

The TGrid user interface consists of a textual command line reference. The text user in-
terface (TUI) is written in a dialect of Lisp called SCHEME. Users familiar with SCHEME
will be able to use the interpretive capabilities of the interface to create customized com-
mands.

The text menu system provides a hierarchical interface to the underlying procedural
interface of the program.

• You can easily manipulate its operation with standard text-based tools—input can
be saved in files, modified with text editors, and read back in to be executed,
because it is text based.

• The text menu system is tightly integrated with the SCHEME extension language,
so it can easily be programmed to provide sophisticated control and customized
functionality.

The menu system structure is similar to the directory tree structure of UNIX operating
systems. When you first start TGrid you are in the “root” menu and the menu prompt
is simply a caret:

>

To generate a listing of the submenus and commands in the current menu, press <RETURN>.

>
boundary/ exit mesh/
display/ file/ report/

By convention, submenu names end with a / to differentiate them from menu commands.
To execute a command, type its name (or an abbreviation). Similarly, to move down
into a submenu, enter its name or an abbreviation.
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Text Menu System

When you move into the submenu, the prompt will change to reflect the current menu
name.

> display

/display> set

/display/set>

To move back to the previously occupied menu, type q or quit at the prompt.

/display/set> q

/display>

You can move directly to a menu by giving its full pathname.

/display> /file

/display//file>

In the above example, control was passed from /display to /file without stopping in
the root menu. Therefore, when you quit from the /file menu, control will be passed
directly back to /display.

/display//file> q

/display>

If you execute a command without stopping in any of the menus along the way, control
will again be returned to the menu from which you invoked the command.

/display> /file start-journal jrnl
Input journal opened on file "jrnl".

/display>
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boundary/

auto-slit-faces slits all boundary faces with cells on both sides (these cells must be
in the same cell zone). A displacement can be specified to provide thickness to the
boundary.

check-boundary-mesh reports the number of Delaunay violations on the triangular sur-
face mesh and the number of isolated nodes.

check-duplicate-geom displays the names of the duplicate surfaces and prints maxi-
mum and average distance between them.

clear-marked-faces clears faces that were marked using either of the following com-
mands:

• mark-face-proximity

• mark-face-intersection

clear-marked-nodes clears nodes that were marked using the
mark-duplicate-nodes command.

count-free-nodes reports the number of boundary nodes associated with edges having
only one attached face.

count-marked-faces reports the number of marked faces.

count-unused-bound-node counts the unused boundary nodes in the domain.

count-unused-faces lists the number of boundary faces that are not used by any cell.

count-unused-nodes lists the number of boundary nodes that are not used by any cell.

create-bounding-box allows you to create the bounding box for the specified zones.

create-cylinder allows you to create a cylinder by specifying the axis, radius, and edge
length.

create-plane-surface allows you to create a plane surface by specifying either the
axis direction, axial location, and the extents of the surface or three nt defining the
plane.

create-swept-surface allows you to create a surface by sweeping the specified edge in
the direction specified.
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boundary/

delete-all-dup-faces searches for faces on all boundary zones that have the same
nodes and deletes the duplicates.

delete-duplicate-faces searches for faces on a specified zone that have the same nodes
and deletes the duplicates.

Duplicate faces may be present if you generated the boundary mesh using a third-
party grid generator, or if you have used the slit-boundary-face command to
modify the boundary mesh and then merged the nodes.

delete-island-faces allows you to delete faces in a non-contiguous region of a face
zone.

delete-unconnected-faces allows you to delete the unconnected face-zones.

delete-unused-faces deletes all the boundary faces that are not used by any cell.

delete-unused-nodes deletes the boundary nodes that are not used by any boundary
faces.

edge-limits prints the length of the shortest and longest edges on the boundary. This
information is useful for setting initial mesh parameters and refinement controls.

face-distribution reports the distribution of face quality in the text window.

face-skewness lists the worst face skewness.

feature/ allows you to create and modify features.

copy-edge-zones copies the specified edge zone(s) to new edge zone(s).

create-edge-zones extracts edge loops for the specified face zone(s) based on the
feature method specified. You also need to specify an appropriate value for
feature angle when using the fixed-angle method.

Note: The Face Seed approach cannot be used when creating edge loops using
text commands.

delete-edge-zones deletes the specified edge zone(s)

edge-size-limits reports the minimum, maximum, and average edge length for
the specified edge zone(s) in the console.

group associates the specified edge zone(s) with the specified face zone.

intersect-edge-zones intersects the specified edge loops to create a new edge
loop comprising the common edges. You can enable automatic deleting of
overlapped edges and specify an appropriate intersection tolerance.

list-edge-zones lists the name, ID, type, and count for the specified edge zone(s).

merge-edge-zones merges multiple edge loops of the same type into a single loop.
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boundary/

orient-edge-direction orients the edges on the loop to point in the same direc-
tion.

project-edge-zone projects the edges of the specified loop onto the specified face
zone using the specified projection method.

remesh-edge-zones remeshes the specified edge loop(s), modifying the node dis-
tribution according to the specified remeshing method, spacing values, and
feature angle. You can also enable quadratic reconstruction, if required.

reverse-edge-direction reverses the direction of the edge loop.

separate-edge-zones separates the specified edge loop based on connectivity and
the specified feature angle.

toggle-edge-type toggles the edge type between boundary and interior.

ungroup ungroups previously grouped edge zones.

improve/ allows you to improve boundary surfaces.

collapse-bad-faces allows you to collapse the short edge of faces having a high
aspect ratio or skewness in the specified face zone(s).

improve allows you to improve the boundary surface quality using skewness, size
change, aspect ratio, or area as the quality measure.

smooth allows you to improve the boundary surface using smoothing.

swap allows you to improve the boundary surface using edge swapping.

jiggle-boundary-nodes randomly perturbs all boundary nodes based on an input tol-
erance. Some nodes will be perturbed less than the tolerance value, while others
will be perturbed by half of the tolerance value in all three coordinate directions.

make-periodic prompts first for the type of periodicity and then, if rotational, the angle
and axis of rotation, or, if translational, the translational shift.

Then, TGrid asks for the boundary zones to be made periodic and a corresponding
periodic shadow boundary zone is created for each of these zones.

manage/ auto-delete-nodes? specifies whether or not unused nodes should be deleted
when their face zone is deleted.

change-prefix allows you to change the prefix for the specified face zones.

copy copies all nodes and faces of the specified face zone(s).

create creates a new face zone.

delete deletes the face zone.

flip reverses the normal direction of the specified boundary zone(s).

id specifies a new boundary zone ID. If TGrid detects a conflict, it will ignore the
change.
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boundary/

list prints information about all boundary zones.

merge merge face zones.

name gives a face zone a new name.

orient consistently orients the faces in the specified zones.

origin specifies a new origin for the mesh, to be used for face zone rotation and
for periodic zone creation. The default origin is (0,0) or (0,0,0).

rotate rotates all nodes of the specified face zone(s).

scale scales all nodes of the specified face zone(s).

translate translates all nodes of the specified face zone(s).

type changes the boundary type and name of the face zone.

user-defined-groups allows you to manipulate user-defined groups.

activate activates the user defined groups.

create creates the user defined groups.

delete deletes the user defined groups.

list lists the groups in the TGrid console.

update allows you to modify an existing group.

mark-duplicate-nodes marks duplicate nodes. The marked nodes will appear in the
grid display when nodes are displayed. For a list of duplicate nodes, set the
report/verbosity level to 2 before using the mark-duplicate-nodes command.

mark-face-intersection marks intersecting faces. Intersection is detected if the line
defined by any two consecutive nodes on a face intersects any face in the current
domain. The marked faces will appear in the grid display when faces are displayed.
For a list of intersecting faces, set the report/verbosity level to 2 before using
the mark-face-intersection command.

mark-face-proximity marks faces that are in proximity to each other.

Face A is considered to be in proximity to face B if any of the nodes on face A
are inside a sphere centered at the centroid of face B. The radius of the sphere is
determined by the shortest distance from the centroid of face B to its nodes. The
marked faces will appear in the grid display when faces are displayed.

For a list of faces in proximity to each other, set the report/verbosity level to 2
before using the mark-face-proximity command.

mark-faces-in-region marks the faces that are contained in a specified local refinement
region.

merge-nodes merges duplicate nodes.
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boundary/

merge-small-face-zones merges the face zones having area less than the minimum
area.

modify/ discusses the commands used to modify the boundary mesh.

analyze-bnd-connectvty finds and marks free edges and nodes and multiply-
connected edges and nodes. This process is necessary if the boundary mesh
has been changed with Scheme functions.

auto-redisplay toggles the automatic redisplay of the modified mesh.

clear-selections clears all selections.

clear-skew-faces clears faces that were marked using the mark-skew-face com-
mand.

collapse collapses pairs of nodes, edge(s), or face(s). If a pair of nodes is selected,
both the nodes are deleted and a new node is created at the midpoint of the
two nodes. If a triangular face is selected, the complete face is collapsed into
a single node at the centroid of the face.

Save the boundary mesh before performing this operation because collapsing
is not reversible (i.e., the Undo button will not undo a collapse operation).

create creates a boundary face if the selection list contains 2 (2D) or 3 (3D) nodes
and an optional zone. If the selection list contains positions, then nodes are
created.

create-mid-node creates a node at the midpoint between two selected nodes.

delete deletes all selected faces and nodes.

delta-move allows you to move the selected node by specified magnitude.

deselect-last removes the last selection from the selection list.

hole-feature-angle allows you to specify the feature angle for consideration of
holes in the geometry.

list-selections lists all of the selected objects.

mark-skew-face marks faces that should be skipped when the worst skewed face
is reported using the Skew button in the Modify Boundary panel. This allows
you to search for the next skewed face with the Skew button.

merge merges pairs of nodes. The first node selected is retained, and the second is
the duplicate that is merged.

move moves the selected node to the selected position if the selection list contains
a node and a position.

next-skew finds the triangular face of nearest lower skewness value than that of
the worst skewed face. The face ID, its skewness, the longest edge ID, and the
node ID opposite to the longest edge are displayed in the console window.
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boundary/

rezone moves the selected faces from their current zone into the selected zone, if
the selection list contains a zone and one or more faces.

select-entity allows you to add a cell, face, or node to the selection list by
entering the name of the simplex.

select-filter selects a filter. The possible filters are off, cell, face, edge,
node, zone, and position. If off is chosen, then when a selection is made,
it is first checked to see if it is a cell, then a face, an edge, and so on. When
the node filter is used, and if a cell or face is selected, the node closest to the
selection point is picked. Thus, the nodes do not have to be displayed, to be
picked.

select-position allows you to add a position to the selection list by entering the
coordinates of the position.

select-probe selects the probe function. The possible functions are:

• off disables the mouse probes.

• label prints the selection label in the graphics window

• select adds the selection to the selection list

• print prints the information on the selection in the console window.

select-zone allows you to add a zone to the selection list by entering the zone
name or ID.

show-filter shows the current filter.

show-probe shows the current probe function.

skew finds the face with the highest (worst) skewness, selects it in the graphics
window, and reports its skewness and zone ID in the console window.

skew-report-zone allows you to select the zone for which you want to report the
skewness. You can either specify zone name or zone ID.

smooth uses Laplace smoothing to modify the position of the nodes in the selection
list. It moves the selected node to a position computed from an average of
its node neighbors. The new position is an average of the neighboring node
coordinates and is not reprojected to the discrete surface.

split-face splits two selected faces into four faces.

swap swaps boundary edges (of triangular faces) if the selection list contains edges.

undo undoes the previous operation. When an operation is performed, the reverse
operation is stored on the undo stack. For example, a create operation places
a delete on the stack, and a delete adds a create operation.

The only exception is merge, which cannot be undone. Theoretically if no
merge operations are performed, you could undo all previous operations. In
reality, certain sequences of operations are not reversible.
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boundary/

The undo operation requires that the name of the object exist when the action
is undone. If the name does not exist, then the undo will fail. You can undo
the last few operations, but if many operations are being performed it is
recommended that you also save the mesh periodically, particularly before
merge operations.

print-info prints information about the grid in the text window.

project-face-zone allows nodes on a selected face zone to be projected onto a target
face zone. Projection can be performed based on normal direction, closest point,
or specified direction.

refine/ discusses the commands used to refine the boundary mesh.

auto-refine automatically refines a face zone based on proximity. The original
face zone is treated as a background mesh. Faces are refined by multiple face
splitting passes, so that no face is in close proximity to any face in the current
domain.

clear clears all refinement marks from all boundary faces.

count counts the number of faces marked on each boundary zone.

limits prints a report of the minimum and maximum size of each specified zone.
This report will also tell you how many faces on each zone have been marked
for refinement.

local-regions enters the local refinement menu.

define defines the refinement region according to the specified parameters.

delete deletes the specified region.

init creates a region encompassing the entire geometry.

list-all-regions lists all the refinement regions in the TGrid console.

mark marks the faces for refinement.

refine refines the marked faces.

remesh/ has a set of commands that allows you to remesh the face zones.

clear-marked-faces clears the highlighting of the triangles that are marked.

controls/ enters the edge loop tools text menu.

delete-overlapped? toggles the deletion of region of overlap of the two sur-
faces.

direction specifies the direction of the edge loop projection.

intersect/ enters the intersect control menu.
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boundary/

absolute-tolerance? allows you to switch between the use of absolute
and relative tolerance. By default, TGrid uses relative tolerance value.

delete-overlap? enables/disables the deletion of overlapped edges. It
toggles the automatic deletion of region of overlap of the two sur-
faces. This option is used by while remeshing overlapping zones and
retriangulating prisms. By default, this option is enabled.

feature-angle allows you to specify the minimum feature angle that
should be considered while retriangulating the boundary zones.

join-match-angle specifies the allowed maximum angle between the nor-
mals of the two overlapping surfaces to be joined. This parameter is
used to control the size of the join region.

refine-region? allows you to refine the regions that are modified during
the intersect operations. It toggles the refinement of the intersecting
regions after performing any of the intersection operation.

This operation improves the quality of the resulting mesh, however,
this option is disabled by default.

retri-improve allows you to improve the mesh. After performing any
intersection operation, the slivers are removed along the curve of in-
tersection, Laplace smoothing is performed, and followed by the edge
swapping. Laplace smoothing is also performed for insert-edge-zone,
remesh-overlapped-zones, and prism-retriangulation options. Smooth-
ing is performed again. The smooth-swap operations can be controlled
by changing the various defaults such as swapping iterations, smooth-
ing iterations, etc.

separate? toggles the automatic separation of intersected zones.

stitch-preserve? indicates that the geometry and location of the inter-
sect zone (the zone in the left gui zone list) is to be preserved. This
option is enabled by default.

tolerance allows you to specify the tolerance value.

within-tolerance? performs the intersection operation only within the
specified tolerance value. It is useful only for the Intersect option.

project-method specifies the method for projecting edge loops.

proximity-local-search? includes the selected face for proximity calcula-
tion.

quadratic-recon? turns on/off quadratic reconstruction of edge loops.

remesh-method specifies the method to be used for the node distribution on
the edge loop.

spacing sets the node spacing for the edge loop.
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boundary/

tolerance sets the tolerance for determining if two edges intersect.

create-all-intrst-loops creates edge loop of intersection for all boundary zones
in current domain.

create-edge-loops creates edge loops for a specified face zone, based on feature
angle.

create-intersect-loop creates an interior edge loop at the intersection between
two adjacent face zones. Edges created in this way will not be remeshed by
default.

create-join-loop creates edge loop on boundary of the region of overlap of two
surfaces.

create-stitch-loop creates edge loops for connecting two surfaces along their
free edges.

create-tri-volume-loop creates edge loop joining tri with volume region.

delete-overlapped-edges deletes edges that overlap selected edge loops.

faceted-stitch-zones allows you to perform the faceted stitching of zones.

insert-edge-zone allows you to insert an edge zone into a triangulated boundary
face zone.

intersect-all-face-zones allows you to intersect all the face zones.

intersect-face-zones remeshes two intersecting face zones so that they become
conformal.

join-all-face-zones allows you to join all face zones.

join-face-volume allows you to join tri and volume zones.

join-face-zones allows you to connect two overlapping faces.

mark-intersecting-faces highlights the triangles in the neighborhood of the line
of intersection.

mark-join-faces highlights the triangles in the neighborhood of the join edge
loop.

mark-stitch-faces highlights the triangles in the neighborhood of the stitch edge
loop.

remesh-face-zone remeshes a specified face zone by automatically extracting edge
loops. If edge loops are present in the current domain (e.g., if they were
created using the create-edge-loops command), they are used to remesh
the specified face zone.

remesh-overlapping-zones remeshes overlapping face zones. The non-overlapping
region is remeshed using the edge loops created from the overlapping face
zones.

stitch-all-face-zones allows you to stitch all the face zones.
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boundary/

stitch-face-zones allows you to connect two surfaces along their free edges.

triangulate allows you to triangulate quad zones.

reset-element-type resets the element type (mixed, tri, or quad) of a boundary zone.
If you have separated a mixed (tri and quad) face zone into one tri face zone and
one quad face zone, for example, TGrid will continue to identify each of these as a
“mixed” zone. Resetting the element type for each of these new zones will identify
them as, respectively, a triangular zone and a quadrilateral zone.

resolve-face-intersection resolves face intersection in tri-face zones.

scale-nodes applies a scaling factor to all node coordinates. You can use this command
to change the units of the grid.

separate/ allows you to separate face zones.

local-regions enters the local refinement menu.

define allows you to define the local region.

delete deletes the specified local region.

init creates a region encompassing the entire geometry.

list-all-regions lists all the local regions defined.

mark-faces-in-region marks the faces that are contained in a specified local
refinement region.

sep-face-zone-by-angle separates a face zone based on significant angle.

sep-face-zone-by-cnbor separates are face zone based on the its cell neighbors.

sep-face-zone-by-mark separates a face zone by moving marked faces to a new
zone.

sep-face-zone-by-region separates a face zone based on contiguous regions.

sep-face-zone-by-shape separates a face zone based on the shape of the faces
(triangular or quadrilateral).

sep-face-zone-from-seed separates a face zone by defining a seed face on the
surface.

slit-boundary-face slits a boundary face zone by duplicating all faces and nodes, ex-
cept those nodes that are located at the edges of the boundary zone. A displacement
can be specified to provide thickness to the boundary. The slit command only works
when it is possible to move from face to face using the connectivity provided by
the cells.

You should slit the boundary face after you generate the volume mesh so that
TGrid will not place cells inside the gap. There may be some inaccuracies when
you graphically display solution data for a grid with a slit boundary in FLUENT.
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boundary/

smooth-marked-faces smoothes the marked faces.

surfer/ enters the surfer controls menu.

degree-iterations specifies the number of degree swapping iterations to be per-
formed after surface triangulation.

grading sets the surface triangulation grading factor.

max-elements-on-face sets the maximum number of faces allowed for surface
triangulation.

selection-interval sets the surface triangulation selection interval.

shape-tolerance sets the surface triangulation shape tolerance.

smoothing-iterations specifies the number of smoothing iterations to be per-
formed after surface triangulation.

smoothing-relaxation specifies the surface smoothing relaxation factor.

swapping-iterations specifies the number of swapping iterations to be performed
after surface triangulation.

unmark-selected-faces unmarks the marked selected faces.

wrapper/ enters the surface wrapper menu.

delete-all-cells? allows you to delete the Cartesian mesh. This command is
available only after initializing the Cartesian grid.

imprint-edges? imprints the wrapper surface on recovered feature edges that you
recover. This command is available only after creating the wrapper surface.

initialize creates a Cartesian mesh of the specified parameters.

local-regions/ enters the local refinement menu.

define allows you to define the local refinement region.

delete deletes the specified refinement region.

init creates a region encompassing the entire geometry.

list-all-regions lists all the refinement regions in the TGrid console.

refine refines the specified region according to the refinement parameters
specified.

post-improve enters the wrapper surface improvement options menu.

auto-post-improve improves the wrapper surface using a pre-defined se-
quence of operations.

auto-post-wrap performs a pre-defined sequence of post-wrapping opera-
tions on the wrapper surface.

coarsen-wrapper-surf allows you to coarsen the wrapper surface.
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boundary/

imprint-geom-surf allows you to imprint the geometry threads on wrapper
(manual zone recovery).

improve allows you to improve the wrapper surface quality based on skewness,
size change, or aspect ratio.

inflate-thin-regions allows you to push apart the overlapping faces in thin
regions.

post-single-surface allows you to clean up unmerged island regions after
recovering the single surface.

recover-feature projects nodes from the wrapper surface on to the ex-
tracted features.

recover-single-surface allows you to recover thin surfaces as a single sur-
face after wrapping.

recover-zone separates the wrapper surface into zones based on the original
geometry.

remove-crossover-config allows you to remove crossover configurations.

remove-duplicated-nodes removes the duplicate nodes on the wrapper sur-
face.

rename-wrapper-zones allows you to rename the wrapper zones by specifying
an appropriate prefix instead of the default prefix (wrap-).

resolve-nonmanifoldness allows you to resolve non-manifold configurations
on the wrapper surface.

resolve-self-intersection removes the self intersecting faces.

rezone smoothes the zones separated from the wrapper surface for better
representation of the geometry.

smooth-folded-faces smoothes the folded faces on the wrapper surface.

smooth-wrapper-surf smoothes the wrapper surface.

swap-wrapper-surf swaps the nodes of the wrapper surface to improve its
quality.

pre-smooth? allows you to enable or disable smoothing of nodes during wrapping.
This command is available only after initializing the Cartesian grid.

region/ enters the regions menu. This command is available only after initializing
the Cartesian grid.

draw-holes draws the holes detected by TGrid.

extract-enclosing-region extracts the interface for the region enclosing
the specified point.

extract-interface extracts the interfaces for the specified regions.
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boundary/

fix-holes fixes the specified hole(s).

list-holes lists the existing holes.

list-regions lists the regions created during the wrapper initialization.

modify-region-holes allows you to fix or open holes related to the specified
region.

open-holes opens the specified hole(s).

refine refines the Cartesian grid based on the zone specific sizes and local
size functions. This command is available only after initializing Cartesian
grid.

refine-enclosing-region refines the region enclosing the specified point.

refine-region refines the specified region.

refine-zone-cells refines the cells associated with the specified boundary
zone. This command is available only after initializing the Cartesian grid.

update-regions updates the regions to account for the changes made to the
original geometry (during manual hole fixing).

wrap-enclosing-region generates the wrapper surface for the region enclos-
ing the specified point.

wrap-region generates the wrapper surface for the specified region. This
command is available only after initializing the Cartesian grid.

wrapper-region-at-location reports the region at the specified location.

set/ enters the menu to set cell parameters.

clear-size clears all the zone specific size parameters.

curvature-factor allows you to modify curvature size function sensitivity of
a wrapper.

curvature? allows you to enable or disable curvature size function.

default-face-size allows you to specify default face size for Cartesian grid.

feature-threshold allows you to specify critical range within which the
nodes of the wrapper will be projected onto the feature edges.

ignore-feature-skewness specifies the critical skewness to be considered for
ignoring feature lines.

ignore-self-proximity? allows you to enable or disable the self-proximity
calculation during the refinement.

list-size lists the current zone specific sizes of the domain.

local-size-function allows you to set local size functions.

max-refine-level specifies the maximum refinement level permitted.
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boundary/

maximum-size-level allows you to specify the refinement level of the smallest
cell during the initialization.

minimum-proximity-gap specifies the minimum proximity gap within which
the proximity will be ignored.

number-of-size-boxes allows you to control the number of boxes to display,
when using Draw Sizes button in the Face Size tab.

proximity-factor allows you to modify proximity size function sensitivity
of a wrapper.

proximity? allows you to enable or disable proximity size function.

read-local-sizes reads the zone specific sizes stated in a file.

refinement-buffer-layers allows you to specify the specific number of ad-
ditional cell layers that you want to refine.

relative-island-count allows you to specify a critical cell count of noise
zones in a zone separation.

write-local-sizes writes the zone specific sizes in a file.

zone-specific-size allows you to specify zone specific sizes.
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display/

all-grid displays the grid according to the currently set parameters.

annotate adds annotation text to a graphics window. It will prompt you for a string
to use as the annotation text, and then a dialog will prompt you to select a screen
location using the mouse-probe button on your mouse.

boundary-cells displays boundary cells attached to the specified face zones.

boundary-grid displays only boundary zones according to the currently set parameters.

center-view-on sets the camera target to be the center (centroid) of an entity.

clear clears the active graphics window. This option is useful when you redo an overlay.

clear-annotation removes all annotations and attachment lines from the active graph-
ics window.

close-window closes a graphics window.

draw-cells-using-faces draws cells that are neighbors for the selected faces.

draw-cells-using-nodes draws cells that are connected to the selected nodes.

draw-face-zones-using-entities draws cells that are connected to the selected enti-
ties.

draw-zones draws the boundary/cell zones by taking the zone ID as input.

hardcopy saves a hardcopy file of the active graphics window.

open-window opens a graphics window.

redisplay redraws the grid in the graphics window.

set-grid/ toggles the display of the grid.

all-cells? toggles the display of all cells.

all-faces? toggles the display of all faces.

all-nodes? toggles the display of all nodes.

cell-quality sets the lower and upper bounds of quality for cells to be displayed.
Only cells with a quality measure value (e.g., skewness) within the specified
range will be drawn.
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circumcircles? toggles the display of face.

default resets the grid display parameters to their default values.

face-quality sets the lower and upper bounds of quality for faces to be displayed.
Only faces with a quality measure value (e.g., skewness) within the specified
range will be drawn.

free? toggles the drawing of faces/nodes that have no neighboring face on at least
one edge.

label-alignment sets the alignment of labels that appear in the graphics window.
By default, the label is centered on the node, cell, etc. to which the label refers.
You can specify *,^, v, <, > for center, top, bottom, left, or right. You can
also combine symbols—for example, "*v" for bottom center.

label-font sets the label font. By default, all labels appear in “sans serif” font.
Some other choices are roman, typewriter, and stroked.

label-scale scales the size of the label.

labels? toggles the display of labels.

left-handed? toggles the display of left-handed faces.

list lists all the grid display settings.

marked? toggles the display of marked nodes.

multi? toggles the display of those faces/nodes that have more than one neighbor-
ing face on an edge.

neighborhood sets the x, y, and z range to be within a specified neighborhood of
a specified grid object.

node-size sets the node symbol scaling factor.

node-symbol specifies the node symbol.

normal-scale sets the scale factor for face normals.

normals? toggles the display of face normals.

refine? toggles the display of those faces that have been marked for refinement.

tagged? toggles the display of tagged nodes.

unmeshed? toggles the display of nodes and faces that have not been meshed.

unused? toggles the display of unused nodes.

x-range limits the display of grid objects to the specified x-range.

y-range limits the display of grid objects to the specified y-range.

z-range limits the display of grid objects to the specified z-range.

set-window sets the specified window as the active graphics window.

set/ Allows you to enter the set menu to set the display parameters.
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colors/ allows you to enter the color option menu.

background sets the background (window) color.

color-by-type? allows you to specify that the entities should be colored by
their type or ID.

foreground sets the foreground (text and window frame) color.

grid-axis sets the color of axisymmetric faces.

grid-far sets the color of far field faces.

grid-free-surface sets the color of free surface faces.

grid-inlet sets the color of the inlet faces.

grid-interface sets the color of grid interface.

grid-interior sets the color of the internal interface faces.

grid-internal sets the color of the interior faces.

grid-outlet sets the color of the outlet faces.

grid-periodic sets the color of periodic faces.

grid-symmetry sets the color of symmetric faces.

grid-traction sets color for traction faces.

grid-wall sets color for wall faces.

list lists the colors available for the selected zone type.

reset-colors resets the individual grid surface colors to the defaults.

reset-user-colors resets individual grid surface colors to the defaults.

show-user-colors lists the current defined user colors.

skip-label sets the number of labels to be skipped in the colormap scale.

surface sets the color of surfaces.

user-color allows you to change the color for the specified zone.

edges? turns the display of face/cell edges on and off.

filled-grid? turns the filled grid option on and off. When a grid is not filled,
only its outline is drawn.

hardcopy/ saves a hardcopy file of the active graphics window.

color-mode/ contains the available color modes.

color selects full color and plots hardcopies in color.

gray-scale selects gray scale (i.e., various shades of gray) and converts
color to gray-scale for hardcopy.

list displays the current hardcopy color mode.
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mono-chrome selects color to monochrome (black and white) for hardcopy.

driver/ contains the available hardcopy formats.

eps sets Encapsulated PostScript format.

jpeg sets JPEG image format.

list displays the current hardcopy format.

options allows you to set hardcopy options, such as landscape orienta-
tion, pen speed, and physical size. The options may be entered on one
line if you separate them with commas. The pen speed and physical
size options are only meaningful to the HPGL driver.

png sets PNG image format.

post-format/ contains commands for setting the PostScript driver for-
mat and save files in PS files that can be printed quickly.

fast-raster enables a raster file that may be larger than the stan-
dard raster file, but will print much more quickly.

raster enables the standard raster file.

rle-raster enables a run-length encoded raster file that will be about
the same size as the standard raster file, but will print slightly more
quickly. This is the default file type.

vector enables the standard vector file.

post-script sets PostScript format.

ppm sets PPM format.

tiff sets TIFF format.

vrml sets VRML format.

invert-background? toggles the exchange of foreground/background colors
for hardcopy files.

landscape? toggles between landscape or portrait orientation.

preview applies the settings of the color-mode, invert-background, and land-
scape options to the currently active graphics window to preview the
appearance of printed hardcopies.

x-resolution sets the width of the raster format images in pixels (0 implies
that the hardcopy should use the same resolution as the active graphics
window).

y-resolution sets the height of the raster format images in pixels (0 implies
that the hardcopy should use the same resolution as the active graphics
window).

lights/ enters the lights menu.
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headlight-on? turns the light that moves with the camera on/off.

lighting-interpolation sets the lighting interpolation method to be used.
You can choose flat, gouraud, orphong. The first one is the most ba-
sic method, and the others are more sophisticated and provide smoother
gradations of color.

lights-on? turns all lights on/off.

set-ambient-color sets the ambient color for the scene. The ambient color
is the background light color in scene.

set-light adds or modifies a directional, colored light.

line-weight sets the line width factor for the window.

mouse-buttons prompts you to select a function for each of the mouse buttons.

overlays? turns overlays on and off.

re-render re-renders the current window after modifying the variables in the set

menu.

rendering-options/ contains the commands that allow you to set options that
determine how the scene is rendered.

animation-option allows you to specify the animation option as appropriate.

auto-spin? enables mouse view rotations to continue to spin the display after
the button is released.

color-map-alignment sets the color bar alignment.

device-info prints out information about your graphics driver.

double-buffering? enables or disables double buffering. Double buffering
dramatically reduces screen flicker during graphics updates. If your dis-
play hardware does not support double buffering and you turn this option
on, double buffering will be done in software. Software double buffering
uses extra memory.

driver/ contains commands for changing the current graphics driver.

gl changes the current graphics drive to IRIS GL.

null no graphics driver.

opengl changes the current graphics drive to OpenGL.

pex changes the current graphics drive to X11 PEX.

sbx changes the current graphics drive to HP Starbase.

x11 changes the current graphics drive to X11.

xgl changes the current graphics drive to Sun XGL.
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face-displacement sets the face displacement (in Z-buffer units along the
camera Z-axis) for the displayed geometry when both faces and edges are
displayed simultaneously.

hidden-lines? turns hidden line removal on or off.

hidden-surface-method/ allows you to choose from among the hidden sur-
face removal methods that FLUENT supports. These options (listed be-
low) are display hardware dependent.

hardware-z-buffer is the fastest method if your hardware supports it.
The accuracy and speed of this method is hardware dependent.

painters will show less edge-aliasing effects than hardware-z-buffer. This
method is often used instead of software-z-buffer when memory is
limited.

software-z-buffer is the fastest of the accurate software methods avail-
able (especially for complex scenes), but it is memory intensive.

z-sort-only is a fast software method, but it is not as accurate as
software-z-buffer.

hidden-surfaces? turns hidden surfaces removal on or off.

outer-face-cull? turns the display of outer faces on and off.

set-rendering-options sets the rendering options.

surface-edge-visibility controls whether or not the mesh edges are drawn.

reset-graphics resets the graphics system.

shrink-factor sets shrinkage of both faces and cells. A value of zero indicates no
shrinkage, while a value of one would shrink the face or cell to a point.

styles/ contains commands for setting the display style for the different types of
nodes and faces that can be displayed.

cell-quality indicates cells within the specified cell quality range.

cell-size indicates cells within the specified cell size range.

face-quality indicates faces within the specified face quality range.

face-size indicates faces within the specified face size range.

free indicates free nodes or faces.

left-handed indicates faces that do not follow the right-hand rule with re-
spect to their cell neighbors.

mark indicates marked objects (for expert users).

multi indicates multiply-connected nodes or faces.

refine indicates boundary faces to be refined.
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tag indicates tagged objects (for expert users).

unmeshed indicates unmeshed nodes or faces.

unused indicates unused nodes or faces.

title sets the problem title.

windows/ enters the windows options menu, which contains commands that al-
low you to customize the relative positions of sub-windows inside the active
graphics window.

The menu structure for the axes, main, scale, text, video, and xy submenus
is similar. The * in the following descriptions are common to for all of these
submenus.

aspect-ratio sets the aspect ratio of the active window.

axes/ border? sets whether or not to draw a border around the axes window.

bottom sets the bottom boundary of the axes window.

clear sets the transparency of the axes window.

left sets the left boundary of the axes window.

right sets the right boundary of the axes window.

top sets the top boundary of the axes window.

visible? turns on/off the visibility of the axes window.

main/ enters the main view window options menu.

border? sets whether or not to draw a border around the main viewing
window.

bottom sets the bottom boundary of the main viewing window.

left sets the left boundary of the main viewing window.

right sets the right boundary of the main viewing window.

top sets the top boundary of the main viewing window.

visible? turns on/off the visibility of the main viewing window.

scale/ enters the color scale window options menu.

border? sets whether or not to draw a border around the color scale
window.

bottom sets the bottom boundary of the color scale window.

clear? sets the transparency of the color scale window.

font-size sets the font size of the color scale window.

format sets the number format of the color scale window (e.g., %0.2e).

left sets the left boundary of the color scale window.
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margin sets the margin of the color scale window.

right sets the right boundary of the color scale window.

top sets the top boundary of the color scale window.

visible? turns on/off the visibility of the color scale window.

text enters the text window options menu.

application? shows or hides the application name in the picture.

border? sets whether or not to draw a border around the text window.

bottom sets the bottom boundary of the text window.

clear? enable or disable the transparency of the text window.

company? shows or hides the company name in the picture.

date? shows or hides the date in the picture.

left sets the left boundary of the text window.

right sets the right boundary of the text window.

top sets the top boundary of the text window.

visible? turns on/off the visibility of the text window.

video/ contains options for modifying a video. This command is not relevant
for TGrid.

background sets the background color of the graphics window. The color
is specified as a string of three comma-separated numbers between 0
and 1, representing red, green, and blue. For example, to change the
background from black (default) to gray, you would enter ”.5,.5,.5”
after selecting the background command.

color-filter set the video color filter. For example, to change the color
filter from its default setting to PAL video with a saturation of 80%
and a brightness of 90%, you would enter ”video=pal,sat=.8,gain=.9”
after selecting the color-filter command.

foreground sets the foreground (text) color of the graphics window. The
color is specified as a string of three comma-separated numbers be-
tween 0 and 1, representing red, green, and blue. For example, to
change the foreground from white (default) to gray, you would enter
”.5,.5,.5” after selecting the foreground command.

on? enables or disables the video picture settings.

pixel-size sets the window size in pixels.

xy/ enters the XY plot window options menu.

border? sets whether or not to draw a border around the XY plot win-
dow.
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bottom sets the bottom boundary of the XY plot window.

left sets the left boundary of the XY plot window.

right sets the right boundary of the XY plot window.

top sets the top boundary of the XY plot window.

visible? turns on/off the visibility of the XY plot window.

update-scene/ updates the scene description.

view/ enters the view window options menu.

auto-scale scales and centers the current scene without changing its orientation.

camera/ contains commands to set the camera options.

dolly-camera allows you to move the camera left, right, up, down, in, and
out.

field allows you to set the field of view (width and height) of the scene.

orbit-camera allows you to move the camera around the target. Gives the
effect of circling around the target.

pan-camera gives you the effect of sweeping the camera across the scene. The
camera remains at its position but its target changes.

position sets the camera position.

projection lets you switch between perspective and orthographic views.

roll-camera lets you adjust the camera up-vector.

target sets the point the camera will look at.

up-vector sets the camera up-vector.

zoom-camera adjusts the camera’s field of view. This operation is similar to
dollying the camera in or out of the scene. Dollying causes objects in front
to move past you. Zooming changes the perspective effect in the scene
(and can be disconcerting).

default-view resets the view to front and center.

delete-view deletes a named view from the list of stored views.

last-view returns to the camera position before the last manipulation.

list-views lists all predefined and saved views.

read-views reads views from an external view file.

restore-view sets the current view to one of the stored views.

save-view saves the currently displayed view into the list of stored views.

write-views writes views to an external view file.
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xy-plot/ enters the XY plot menu.

cell-distribution plots a histogram of cell quality.

face-distribution plots a histogram of face quality.

file allows you to choose a file from which to create an xy plot.

set/ enters the set window options menu.

auto-scale? sets the range for the x- and y-axis. If auto-scaling is not ac-
tivated for a particular axis, you are prompted for the minimum and
maximum data values.

background-color sets the color of the field within the abscissa and ordinate
axes.

file-lines sets the parameters for plot lines.

file-markers sets the parameters for data markers.

key sets the visibility and title of the description box that displays the markers
and/or lines with their associated data. The key can be positioned and
resized using the left mouse button.

labels sets the strings that define the x- and y- axis labels.

lines sets the pattern, weight, and color of the plot lines.

log? toggles the log scaling on the x- and y-axis.

markers sets parameters for the data markers.

numbers sets the format and precision of the data numbers displayed on the
x- and y-axis.

plot-to-file allows you to write xy plot values to a file.

rules sets the visibility, line weight and color of the major and minor rules
in the x- and y-axis directions.

windows contains commands that allow you to customize the relative positions
of subwindows inside the active graphics window.

xy/border? draws a border around the subwindow.

xy/bottom sets the bottom boundary of the subwindow.

xy/left sets the left boundary of the subwindow.

xy/right sets the right boundary of the subwindow.

xy/top sets the top boundary of the subwindow.

xy/visible? sets the visibility of the subwindow.

xy-percent-y? toggles whether the y-coordinate should be scaled to show a
percent of total values being plotted.
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append-mesh allows you to append the mesh files. This command is same as that of the
Append File(s) check button in the Select File dialog box.

append-meshes-by-tmerge allows you to append the mesh files using tmerge.

export/ allows you to save the mesh to a file that can be read by some CAD packages
(ANSYS, HYPERMESH, NASTRAN, and PATRAN), as well as mesh information in
the STL format.

ansys allows you to save the mesh to a file that can be read by ANSYS.

hypermesh allows you to save the mesh to a file that can be read by HYPERMESH.

nastran allows you to save the mesh to a file that can be read by NASTRAN.

patran allows you to save the mesh to a file that can be read by PATRAN.

stl allows you to save the mesh to a file that can be read in STL (Stereo Lithog-
raphy) format.

file-format toggles the writing of the binary files.

filter-list lists the names of the converters that are used to change foreign mesh
(while importing mesh files from third-party packages ) files to TGrid format.

filter-options allows you to change the extension (e.g., .cas, .msh, .neu) and argu-
ments used with a specified filter.

For example, if you saved the PATRAN files with a .NEU extension instead of .neu,
you can substitute or blue.NEU to the extension list. For some filters, one of the
arguments will be the dimensionality of the grid.

When you use the filter-options command for such a filter, TGrid will show a
default dimensionality argument of -d~a. TGrid will automatically determine if the
grid is 2D or 3D, so you need not substitute 2 or 3 for ~a.

import/ allows you to import mesh information generated by some CAD packages (AN-
SYS, I-deas, NASTRAN, PATRAN, and HYPERMESH), as well as mesh information
in the CGNS (CFD general notation system) format.
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These files are imported into TGrid using the associated text commands listed here:

ansys-surf-mesh allows you to read a ANSYS surface mesh file.

ansys-vol-mesh allows you to read a ANSYS volume mesh file.

cgns-surf-mesh allows you to read a CGNS surface mesh file.

cgns-vol-mesh allows you to read a CGNS volume mesh file.

fidap-surf-mesh allows you to read a FIDAP surface mesh file.

fidap-vol-mesh allows you to read a FIDAP volume mesh file.

fl-uns2-mesh allows you te read a FLUENT UNS V2 case file.

fluent-2d-mesh allows you to read a 3D mesh into the 2D version of TGrid.

gambit-surf-mesh allows you to read a GAMBIT surface mesh file.

gambit-vol-mesh allows you to read a GAMBIT volume mesh file.

hypermesh-surf-mesh allows you to read a HYPERMESH surface mesh file.

hypermesh-vol-mesh allows you to read a HYPERMESH volume mesh file.

ideas-surf-mesh allows you to read a I-deas volume surface file.

ideas-vol-mesh allows you to read a I-deas volume mesh file.

nastran-surf-mesh allows you to read a NASTRAN volume surface file.

nastran-vol-mesh allows you to read a NASTRAN volume mesh file.

patran-surf-mesh allows you to read a PATRAN volume surface file.

patran-vol-mesh allows you to read a PATRAN volume mesh file.

stl allows you to read a STL (Stereo Lithography format) file.

read-boundary-mesh allows you to read a FLUENT boundary mesh into TGrid. If the
boundary mesh is contained in two or more separate files, you can read them in
together and have TGrid assemble the complete boundary mesh for you.

read-case allows you to to read the mesh file contained in a FLUENT case file.

read-domains allows you to read the domain files into TGrid.

If a domain that is being read already exists in the mesh, a warning message is
displayed. TGrid will verify if the zones defining the domains exist in the mesh. If
not, it will display a warning message.

read-journal allows you to read a journal file into the program.

The read-journal command always loads the file in the main (i.e., top-level) menu,
regardless of where you are in the menu hierarchy when you invoke it.

read-mesh allows you to read a TGrid mesh file. You can also use this command to read
a FLUENT mesh file created with GAMBIT, or to read the mesh file available in a
FLUENT case file.
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read-meshes-by-tmerge uses tmerge utility to read the mesh contained in two or more
separate files. It helps to read the mesh files together and helps TGrid assemble the
complete mesh.

read-multi-bound-mesh allows you to read multiple boundary mesh files into TGrid.

read-multiple-case allows you to read in two or more files together and have TGrid
assemble the complete mesh for you, if the case files are contained in in two or more
separate files.

read-multiple-mesh allows you to read in two or more files together and have TGrid
assemble the complete mesh for you, if the mesh files are contained in in two or
more separate files.

For example, if you are going to create a hybrid mesh by reading in a triangular
boundary mesh and a volume mesh consisting of hexahedral cells, you can read
both files at the same time

read-options sets the read options.

show-configuration displays current release and version information.

start-journal allows you to read short Scheme source files and start the journaling
process.

start-transcript starts the transcripting process.

write-boundaries allows you to write the boundaries into a file.

write-case allows you to write a mesh/case file that can be read by FLUENT.

write-domains allows you to write the domain files into TGrid.

write-mesh allows you to write a mesh file that can be read by FLUENT.
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auto-mesh it helps you to modify the steps in the automatic meshing procedure. It
automatically initializes and refreshes the mesh.

cavity/ enters the cavity menu.

add-zones allows you to create a cavity for adding new zones to the existing volume
mesh.

merge-cavity allows you to merge the specified cavity domain with the parent
domain.

During the merging operation, the cavity cell zone(s) merges with the zone(s)
in the parent domain. the wall boundaries extracted from the interior zones
will be converted to interior type and merged with the corresponding zone(s)
in the parent domain.

region allows you to create a cavity to modify the existing volume mesh in the
specified region.

remove-zones allows you to create a cavity for removing zone(s) from the existing
volume mesh.

replace-zones allows you to create a cavity for removing a set of zones from an
existing volume mesh and replacing them with new set of zones.

check-mesh checks the mesh for topological errors.

clear-mesh allows you to generate a new mesh by deleting the internal mesh and leaving
only the boundary faces and nodes.

create-heat-exchanger creates the heat exchanger mesh.

domains/ enters the domain menu.

activate activates the specified domain for meshing or reporting operations.

create creates a new domain based on the specified boundary face zones.

create-from allows you to create domains by selecting cell zones. It is useful in
cases where you want to recreate a domain where number of boundaries are
high.

delete deletes the specified domain.

draw displays the boundary face zones of the specified domain.
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print prints the specified domain.

hexcore/ enters the hexcore menu.

controls/ enters the hexcore controls menu.

boundary-merge-tolerance specifies the tolerance for merging zones aligned
to domain boundaries.

buffer-layers sets the number of addition cells to mark for subdivision.

delete-dead-zones? toggles automatic deletion of the dead zones.

keep-outer-domain? toggles creation of Cartesian cells. It allows you to
create Cartesian cells until the boundary of the mesh.

maximum-cell-length sets the maximum cell length for the hex cells in the
domain.

maximum-initial-cells specifies the maximum number of cells in the initial
Cartesian mesh.

maximum-subdivisions number of changes in size (hanging node subdivi-
sions) allowed in the hex mesh region.The default is 50.

mesh-rel-island-count specifies the threshold cell count (% of total cells)
in islands which are to be deleted at the time of seperating the cells by
region.

non-fluid-type selects the default non-fluid cell zone type. After the mesh
is initialized, TGrid will set any non-fluid zones to this type. If the mesh
includes multiple regions (e.g., the problem for which you are creating
a grid includes a fluid zone and one or more solid zones), and you plan
to refine all of them using the same refinement parameters, modify the
Non-Fluid Type before generating the hexcore mesh.

only-hexcore? toggles the option for hexcore generation. It allows you to
prevent the automatic creation of the mesh after hexcore generation. It
creates only the hexcore mesh and activates the tet-mesh domain (without
tet mesh generation). By default, this option is disabled.

outer-box-zones allows you to specify the zones comprising the bounding
box when using Grow Upto Boundaries option.

peel-layers specifies the distance for the hexcore interface to peel-back from
the boundary. The default value is 0. The higher the value of peel layer,
the bigger the distance between the hexcore interface and the boundary.

smooth-interface? enables smoothing of the hexcore interface.

smooth-iterations specifies the number of smoothing iterations.

smooth-relaxation specifies the surface smoothing relaxation factor.
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create allows you to create the hexcore mesh according to the specified parame-
ters.

local-regions enters the hexcore local refinement region.

activate allows you to activate the specified local region(s) for refinement.

deactivate allows you to deactivate the specified local region(s) for refine-
ment.

define defines the local region according to the specified parameters.

delete deletes the specified refinement region.

ideal-hex-vol reports the ideal hexcore volume for the given edge length.

init creates a default region encompassing the entire geometry.

list-all-regions lists the defined and active regions in the TGrid console.

laplace-smooth-nodes applies a Laplacian smoothing operator to the grid nodes.

list-mesh-parameter shows all mesh parameters.

manage/ enters the cell zone menu.

active-list lists all active zones.

adjacent-face-zones lists all face zones that refer to the specified cell zone.

auto-set-active sets the active zone(s) based on points that are defined in an
external file. For each zone you wish to activate, you need to specify the
coordinates of a point in the zone, the zone type (e.g., fluid), and (optionally)
a new name. A sample file is shown below:

((1550.50 -466.58 896.41) fluid heater-#)

((1535.83 -643.14 874.71) fluid below-heater-#)

((1538.73 -444.28 952.69) fluid above-heater-#)

((1389.18 -775.51 825.97) fluid plenum-#)

Here, four fluid zones are identified, renamed, and activated. Any zone that
you identify in the file will automatically be activated. The # indicates that
TGrid should append the appropriate ID number for the zone.

This command is valid only for tri/tet meshes.!

change-prefix allows you to change the prefix for the cell zone.

copy copies all nodes and faces of specified cell zones.

delete deletes a cell zone, along with its associated nodes and faces.

id specifies a new cell zone ID. If TGrid detects a conflict, it will ignore the change.

list prints information on all cell zones.

merge merges two or more cell zones.
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name gives a cell zone a new name.

origin specifies a new origin for the mesh, to be used for cell zone rotation. The
default origin is (0,0) or (0,0,0).

revolve-face-zone generates cells by revolving a face thread.

rotate rotates all nodes of specified cell zones by a specified angle.

scale scales all nodes of specified cell zones by a specified factor.

set-active sets the specified cell zones to be active.

translate translates all nodes of specified cell zones by a specified vector.

type changes the type and name of a cell zone.

modify/ enters the mesh modify menu.

auto-improve-warp allows you to perform the automatic correction for warp based
improvements.

auto-node-move allows you to improve the mesh quality by node movement.

clear-selections clears all items from the selection list.

deselect-last deselects the last item you selected with the
select-entity command.

extract-unused-nodes places all unused nodes in a separate interior node zone.

list-selections lists all items in the selection list.

list-skewed-cells lists cells with skewness in a specified range.

mesh-node attempts to introduce a new node into the existing mesh.

mesh-nodes-on-zone inserts nodes associated with node or face zone into the vol-
ume mesh. If a face zone is specified, the faces are deleted before the nodes
are introduced into the mesh.

neighborhood-skew reports the maximum skewness of cells using the specified
node.

refine-cell attempts to refine the cells in the probe list by introducing a node
nears its centroid.This technique is useful for removing very flat cells near the
boundary when boundary sliver removal is not possible. After refining the
cell, you should smooth the grid.

select-entity adds an entity (face, node, cell, etc.) to the selection list.

smooth-node applies Laplace smoothing to the nodes in the selection list.

non-conformals/ enters the non-conformals menu.

controls/ enters the non-conformals controls menu.

enable? toggles the creation of a non-conformal interface.
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retri-method allows you to specify the method to be used for retriangula-
tion. By default, quad-split method is used. You can select prism,
quad-split, or remesh as appropriate.

create creates the non-conformal interface on the specified face zone(s) using the
specified retriangulation method.

prism/ enters the prism menu.

controls/ enters the prism controls menu.

adjacent-zone enters the prism adjacent zone controls menu.

project-adjacent-angle sets the tolerance used to determine whether
or not to use an adjacent zone.

project-converged sets the convergence criterion for iterative projec-
tion. This is non-dimensionalized by the offset height at each local
node.

project-iter sets the maximum number of iterations to perform when
projecting to multiple zones. Most projections converge in only a few
iterations. There is normally no need to change this value.

project? enables/disables projection of outer nodes to adjacent zones.

retri-feature-angle allows you to specify the feature angle that should
be prevented while generating prisms.

retriangulate-adjacent specifies whether or not triangular face zones
adjacent to which outer nodes have been projected, will be automat-
ically regulated.

side-feature-align-angle specifies the angle used for aligning pro-
jected normals along a feature edge.

side-feature-angle specifies the angle used for computing the feature
normals.

side-topology-align-angle specifies the angle used for aligning pro-
jected normals along a particular feature edge based on the topology.
This is particularly useful when the side-feature-angle specified is
not sufficient to decide the feature edge to align the projected normals.

auto-separate-cells? toggles automatic movement of the cells extruded
from different face zones to different cell zones.

check-quality? enables/disables the checking of volume, skewness, and hand-
edness of each new cell and face.

grow-individually? specifies whether TGrid should grow prisms from mul-
tiple zones individually so that the individual prism cell zones and the
individual cap face zones are retained.
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improve/ enters the prism smoothing controls menu.

check-allowable-skew? allows you to check the skewness of the prism
cap for every layer.

check-size? enables the checking of cell size during the generation of
each prism layer. TGrid will report an error if zero-area prism cells
are generated and prism layer growth will be stopped.

edge-smooth-angle specifies the maximum allowable angle between the
normals of adjacent cap faces for skewness-driven edge smoothing.

edge-smooth? enables/disables local smoothing of nodes of the longest
edges of skewed faces.

edge-swap-base-angle specifies the maximum allowable angle between
the normals of the base faces for skewness-driven edge swapping.

edge-swap-cap-angle specifies the maximum allowable angle between
the normals of the cap faces for skewness-driven edge swapping.

edge-swap? enables/disables edge swapping to decrease the skewness of
highly skewed faces.

face-smooth-converged specifies the convergence criteria for cap face
smoothing.

face-smooth-rings sets the number of rings around each node to be
smoothed. If zero, only a node itself is smoothed. If one, the node
and all of its neighbors are smoothed. If two, the neighbors of the
neighbors are also smoothed, and so on.

face-smooth-skew specifies the minimum skewness to smooth cap faces.

face-smooth? allows you to enable face-driven smoothing to improve
skewness.

improve-wrap? enables or disables improving of face warp during prism
generation. By default, this option is disabled.

left-hand-check specifies checking for left-handedness of faces. A value
of 0 implies face handedness will not be checked, 1 implies only cap
faces will be checked, while 2 implies faces of all cells in current layer
will be checked.

max-allowable-skew specifies the maximum skewness allowed for a prism
cap face (in 3D) or a prism cell (in 2D).If the skewness of a cap face
exceeds this value, TGrid will stop the meshing process and warn you
that the skewness for that layer is too high.

node-smooth-angle refers to the maximum deviation of a node’s sharpest
angle (i.e., the most acute angle between adjacent faces that use the
node) from 180 degrees. The node will be smoothed only if its sharpest
angle falls within this range.
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node-smooth-converged sets the convergence criterion for node smooth-
ing. If the node positions are changing by less than this value, smooth-
ing iterations will stop.

node-smooth-iter specifies the maximum number of node smoothing it-
erations to be performed for the nodes on each layer. These iterations
will be performed until the convergence criterion is reached.

node-smooth-local? allows you to enable node smoothing to converge
locally. This is useful for large geometries.

node-smooth-rings controls the locality of node smoothing by setting
the number of rings around each node to be smoothed.

node-smooth? enables/disables node smoothing to decrease skewness.

shrink-left-handed-cap? allows you to enable shrinking of prism layers
to get rid of left handed faces.

swap-smooth-skew specifies the skewness threshold for edge swapping
and edge and node smoothing. The faces with skewness greater than
or equal to the specified value will be swapped and/or smoothed.

merge-ignored-threads? allows you to automatically merge all ignored zones
related to a base thread into a single thread. This option is enabled by
default. When this option is disabled, TGrid will generate more than one
ignored thread, per base thread. However, various zones can be created
by ignoring this option. They are:

*:dwall is formed due to dangling wall.

*:prox is formed due to proximity.

*:ud normal is formed due to invalid normal.

*:smooth is formed due to smoothing of ignored regions.

The default value of the tgvar prism/ignore-extension (for which there
is no TUI command) is 1. It means that after the prism generation is over,
all the ignored regions are expanded by this number. If we expand say by
n times, that is if prism/ignore-extension is set to n using tgsetvar!

(with the excalmation mark), more ignored threads will be created because
of expanding ignored regions. These regions will be named as follows:

*:cell delete 1, *:cell delete 2, *:cell delete 3,.... upto
*:cell delete n

If merge-ignored-threads? is switched on, then all these are merged
and we finally get only one zone per base thread, named as *:ignore.

normal/ enters the prism normal controls menu.

bisect-angle is required for growing prisms out of sharp interior corners.
When the value of this angle is set, the normals are automatically
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projected onto the plane bisecting the angle between faces having an
interior angle less than this angle.

converge-locally? specifies whether or not the normal smoothing at
each node is frozen once convergence is satisfied at that node. If
not, all normals are continuously smoothed until all of them have
converged.

direction-method specifies whether the prism layers should be grown
normal to surfaces or along a specified direction vector.

ignore-invalid-normals? allows you to ignore nodes which have poor
normals.

intersect-detect-angle specifies the angle based on which normal in-
tersection is determined. The normal intersection is determined in
cases when the feature angle of the manifold of a node is less than the
value specified.

intersect-detect? enables the adjustment of normals to avoid their
intersection.

max-angle-change specifies the maximum angle by which the normal
direction at a node can change during smoothing.

normal-method specifies the method to use for normal direction compu-
tation.

orthogonal-layers specifies the number of layers to preserve orthogo-
nality. All smoothing is deferred until after these layers.

smooth-converged sets the convergence criterion (in degrees) for normal
smoothing. If the normal directions are changing by less than this
value, smoothing iterations will stop.

smooth-iter specifies the maximum number of normal smoothing iter-
ations to be performed for the normal vectors on each layer. These
iterations will be performed until the convergence criterion
(normal-smooth-converged) is reached.

smooth? enables or disables smoothing of normal direction vectors.

offset/ enters the prism offset controls menu.

smooth-converged sets the convergence criterion for offset smoothing.
If the offset heights are changing by less than this value, smoothing
iterations will stop.

smooth-iter sets the maximum number of offset smoothing iterations to
be performed. These iterations will be performed until the conver-
gence criterion offset-smooth-converged is reached.

smooth? enables/disables offset distance smoothing.
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proximity enters the prism proximity controls menu.

allow-ignore? to ignore a region of the geometry during prism genera-
tion o not.

allow-shrinkage? allows you to enable shrinkage while growing prism
layers.

gap-factor controls the gap between the intersecting prisms layers in
the proximity region with respect to the cell size of the prisms.

keep-first-layer-offsets? allows you to retain first layer offsets while
performing proximity detection.

max-aspect-ratio specifies the minimum offset to avoid degenerate cells.
This option is available only when the allow-ignore? option is dis-
abled.

smoothing-rate specifies the rate at which shrinkage is propagated in
lateral direction.

remove-invalid-layer? removes the last prism layer if it fails in the quality
check.

zone-specific-growth enters the prism growth controls menu.

apply-growth applies the zone-specific growth parameters specified.

clear-growth clears the zone-specific growth specified.

list-growth lists the zone-specific growth parameters specified for indi-
vidual zones in the console.

create creates prism layers on one or more face zones.

improve enters the prism improve menu.

improve-prism-cells allows smoothing of cells by collecting rings of cells
around them.

smooth-brute-force? allows brute force smoothing of cells if skewness is
higher even after regular smoothing.

smooth-cell-rings specifies the number of cell rings around the skewed cell
used by improve-prism-cells.

smooth-prism-cells allows based smoothing.

smooth-sliver-skew specifies the minimum skewness for the smoothing of
prism cells

list-parameters shows all prism mesh parameters.

reset-parameters resets all prism parameters.

pyramid/ enters the pyramid menu.
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controls/ enters the pyramid controls menu.

fill-angle specifies the dihedral angle between adjacent pyramid faces for
which tetrahedral cells should be created (when the fill-cap? option is
on).

fill-cap? specifies that the space between the pyramids should be automat-
ically filled with tetrahedra.

neighbor-angle sets the threshold dihedral angle used to limit the neighbor-
ing faces considered for pyramid creation. For example, if the value is
set to 110 degrees and the angle between a given quadrilateral face and
a neighboring triangular face is greater than 110 degrees, the resulting
pyramid will not include the triangular face.

offset-factor specifies the fraction of the computed pyramid height (offset)
by which the pyramid heights will be randomly adjusted. The default
value is 0, indicating that all pyramids will have the exact height computed
by TGrid. A value of 0.1, for example, will limit each adjustment to
+/−10% of the computed height.

offset-method specifies the method by which offset distances are determined.

offset-scaling specifies the scaling, s, to be used to determine the height
of the pyramid.

create creates a layer of pyramids on quad face zone.

repair-face-handedness reverses face node orientation.

reset-mesh clears the entire mesh.

reset-mesh-parameter resets all parameters to their default value.

separate separates cells by various user-defined methods.

local-regions enters the local refinement menu.

define allows you to define the parameters for the refinement region.

delete allows you to delete a refinement region.

init deletes all current regions and adds the default refinement region.

list-all-regions lists all the refinement regions.

separate-cell-by-face separates cells that are connected to a specified face zone
into another cell zone. This separation method applies only to prism cells.

separate-cell-by-mark separates cells within a specified local region into another
cell zone.

separate-cell-by-region separates contiguous regions within a cell zone into
separate cell zones.
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separate-cell-by-shape separates cells with different shapes (pyramids, tetra-
hedra, etc.) into separate cell zones.

separate-cell-by-size separates cells based on the specified minimum and max-
imum cell sizes.

separate-cell-by-skew separates cells based on the specified cell skewness.

tritet enters the triangulation menu.

controls/ enters the tritet controls menu.

adv-front-method enters the advancing front refinement controls menu.

first-improve-params defines the refining front improvement parame-
ters for the advancing front method.

refine-parameters defines the cell zone improvement parameters for the
advancing front method.

second-improve-params defines the cell zone improvement parameters
for the advancing front method.

skew-improve enters the refine improve controls menu.

attempts specifies the number of overall improvement attempts for
the advancing front method.

boundary-sliver-skew specifies the boundary sliver skewness for the
advancing front method. This parameter is used for removing sliver
cells along the boundary.

iterations specifies the number of improvement iterations in each
attempt for the advancing front method.

sliver-skew specifies the sliver skewness for the advancing front
method. This parameter is used for removing sliver cells in the
interior.

target-skew specifies the targeted skewness during improvement for
the advancing front method.

target? allows you to enable targeted skewness-based refinement for
the advancing front method. This option allows you to improve the
mesh until the targeted skewness value is achieved.

advanced/ enters the advanced tritet controls menu.

circumsphere-tolerance defines the thickness of the circumsphere bound-
ary.

defaults? toggles the use of the default values for the initialization pa-
rameters.
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freeze-boundary-cells freezes the boundary cells during mesh improve-
ment and sliver removal operations.

keep-virtual-entities? toggles the automatic deleting of virtual enti-
ties after mesh initialization.

max-cells sets the maximum number of cells in the mesh.

max-nodes sets the maximum number of nodes in the mesh.

progress-reports allows you to set the time between progress reports
in seconds.

report-max-unmeshed reports the maximum number of unmeshed enti-
ties.

report-unmeshed-faces? reports the unmeshed faces.

report-unmeshed-nodes? reports the unmeshed nodes.

cell-size-function specifies the cell size function for refinement. You can
select geometric, linear, or none, as appropriate.

compute-max-cell-volume computes the maximum cell volume for the cur-
rent mesh.

delete-dead-zones? specifies the maximum allowable cell volume.

delete-unused-nodes? toggles the deleting of unused nodes during mesh ini-
tialization.

improve-mesh/ enters the improve mesh controls menu.

improve? automatically improves the mesh.

laplace-smooth allows you to specify the Laplace smoothing parameters.

skewness-smooth allows you to specify the skewness smooth parameters.

swap allows you to specify the face swap parameters.

improve-surface-mesh? allows you to improve the surface mesh by swapping
face edges where Delaunay violations occur.

max-cell-volume specifies the maximum allowable cell volume.

merge-free-nodes? toggles the merging of free nodes during mesh initializa-
tion.

non-fluid-type selects the non-fluid cell zone type.

refine-levels sets the number of refinement levels.

refine-method allows you to select the refinement method. You can select
either skewness-based refinement or the advancing front method.

remove-slivers? enters the sliver remove controls menu.
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angle specifies the maximum dihedral angle for considering the cell to be
a sliver

attempts specifies the number of attempts overall to remove slivers.

iterations specifies the number of iterations to be performed for the
specific sliver removal operation.

remove? toggles the automatic removal of slivers.

skew specifies the skewness threshold for sliver removal.

skewness-method enters the skewness refinement controls menu.

levels specifies the number of refinement levels for skewness-based re-
finement.

max-skew-improve? toggles the skewness-based improvement during re-
finement.

must-improve-skewness? toggles the modification of the default auto
refinement parameters in order to improve skewness after refinement.

refine-boundary-cells? toggles the automatic refinement of boundary
cells during refinement.

refine-cells? toggles the automatic refinement of cells during refine-
ment.

smooth-mesh? toggles the automatic smoothing of the mesh during re-
finement.

sort-boundary-faces? toggles the automatic sorting of boundary faces
by size during refinement.

sort-cells? toggles the automatic reverse sorting of cells by skewness
during refinement.

swap-faces? toggles the automatic swapping of faces during refinement.

type allows you to select the appropriate pre-defined skewness refine-
ment parameters. You can select default, fast-transition, or
incremental-improve as required.

delete-virtual-cells deletes virtual cells created due to the use of the keep-virtual-entities?
option.

improve enters the tri/tet improve menu.

collapse-slivers attempts to collapse the nodes of a skewed sliver cell on any
one of its neighbors.

improve-cells
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refine-boundary-slivers attempts to increase the volume of boundary slivers
to create a valid tet cell. TGrid identifies tetrahedra having one or two faces
on the boundary and then splits the appropriate edge. The split node is then
smoothed such that the volume of the tetrahedron increases, thereby creating
a valid tet cell.

refine-slivers attempts to remove the sliver by placing a node at or near the
centroid of the sliver cell. TGrid then performs swapping and smoothing to
improve the skewness. You can also specify whether boundary cells are to
be refined. Refining the boundary cells may allow you to carry out further
improvement options such as smoothing, swapping, and collapsing slivers.

skew-smooth-nodes

sliver-boundary-swap removes boundary slivers by moving the boundary to ex-
clude the cells from the zone.

smooth-boundary-sliver smoothes nodes on sliver cells having all four nodes on
the boundary until the skewness value is less than the specified value. The
default values for the skewness threshold, minimum dihedral angle between
boundary faces, and feature angle are 0.985, 10, and 30, respectively.

smooth-interior-sliver smoothes non-boundary nodes on sliver cells having
skewness greater than the specified threshold value. The default value for
the skewness threshold is 0.985.

smooth-nodes allows you to apply either Laplacian or variational smoothing to
nodes on the tetrahedral cell zones to improve the mesh quality.

swap-faces performs interior face swapping to improve cell skewness.

init initializes the mesh.

init-refine generates the triangular/tetrahedral mesh.

local-regions/ enters the local refinement menu.

activate activates the specified region(s) for refinement.

deactivate deactivate the specified region(s) for refinement.

define defines the refinement region according to the specified parameters.

delete deletes the specified refinement region.

ideal-vol reports the volume of an ideal tetrahedron for the edge length specified.

init defines the default refinement region encompassing the entire geometry.

list-all-regions lists all refinement region parameters and the activated regions
in the TGrid console.

refine refines the active cells inside the selected region based on the specified
refinement parameters.
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preserve-cell-zone allows you to specify the cell zones to be preserved during the
meshing process.

refine refines active cell zones inside the region based on specified refinement parame-
ters.

trace-path-between-cells detects holes in the geometry by tracing the path between
the two specified cells
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boundary-cell-quality reports the quality of boundary cells. If you specify zero
for number of boundary faces, you will be prompted for number of boundary

nodes.

cell-distribution reports the distribution of cell quality in the text window.

cell-quality-limits reports the cell quality limits.

cell-size-limits reports the cell size limits.

cell-zone-at-location returns the cell zone at or closest to the specified location.

cell-zone-volume reports the volume of the specified cell zone in the console.

edge-size-limits reports the edge size limits.

face-distribution reports the distribution of face quality in the text window.

face-quality-limits reports the face quality limits.

face-size-limits reports the face size limits.

face-zone-area reports the area of the specified face zone in the console.

face-zone-at-location reports the face zone at the given location.

list-cell-quality reports a list of cells with the specified quality measure within a
specified range. The valid prefixes are: bn (boundary node), n (node), bf (boundary
face), f (face), and c (cell).

memory-usage reports the amount of memory used for all nodes, faces, and cells, and
the total memory allocated.

mesh-size reports the number of nodes, faces, and cells.

mesh-statistics writes mesh statistics (such as range of quality, range in size, and
number of cells, faces, and nodes) to an external file.

neighborhood-quality reports the maximum skewness, aspect ratio, or size change of
all cells using a specified node.

number-meshed reports the number of elements that have been meshed.
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print-info allows you to obtain information about individual components of the mesh.
This command also appears in the boundary menu. When you use this command,
TGrid will prompt you for an “entity” (i.e., a node, face, or cell). An entity name
consists of a prefix and an index.

quality-method specifies the method to be used for reporting face and cell quality.

unrefined-cells reports the number of cells that have not been refined.

update-bounding-box updates the bounding box.

verbosity-level specifies how much information should be displayed during mesh ini-
tialization and refinement and other operations. Changing the value to 2 from its
default value of 1 will produce more messages and changing it to 0 will turn off all
messages.
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